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Research Statement

My research areas are design and analysis of algorithms, computational geometry, mesh generation, and their applications. Geometric algorithms play a fundamental role in many areas
such as scienti c computing, graphics, visualization, computer aided design, computer vision,
structural biology, and geographic information systems. The overall goal of my research is to
understand the mathematical structure of problems in these areas; and to design, analyze and
implement ecient algorithmic solutions with both theoretical bounds and good performance in
practice. This enables me to have an inter-disciplinary impact on various scienti c applications.
Mesh Generation. A principal component of my research is meshes (triangulations), which are
subdivisions of geometric domains into small and simple elements. Meshes are essential to numerical simulations. Two of their key requirements are to ensure that the shape of the mesh elements
are of good quality and that the size of the mesh is small. Mesh element quality is critical in
determining interpolation error in applications and hence is an important factor in the accuracy
of the simulations as well as the convergence speed. Mesh size is also critical because between two
meshes with the same quality bound, the one with fewer elements is generally preferred as it implies
faster processing by the numerical algorithm in use. In collaboration with many researchers from
various institutions1 , I made a number of signi cant contributions in the mesh generation area.
I co-designed the rst time-optimal Delaunay meshing algorithm [13]. I designed the currently
best performing simplicial meshing algorithm [23, 9]. I co-developed three-dimensional meshing
algorithms including the rst sliver-free mesh smoothing algorithm [3], a scheme for re-meshing
solid models [19], and a method for constructing sparse well-spaced point sets for quality tetrahedralizations [14].
Dynamic Modeling. Modeling motion and evolving geometry is a challenging problem and falls
into my areas of interest. I co-developed algorithm that model geometric deformations in engineering simulations [17], parametric solid modeling [19], and protein modeling [4]. More importantly, I
proposed an unconventional approach to dynamic geometric modeling, which addresses the problem directly in the space-time continuum rather than looking at a nite number of static spatial
problems. My work on space-time meshing [6, 25], which has been pioneering in the area, supports
ecient linear-time numerical solution strategies by novel space-time numerical methods.
Parallel Algorithms. Scalability of computational methods become more important as scientists
study increasingly complex problems in areas such as high energy physics, molecular biology,
earthquake and meteorological simulations. I developed expertise in parallelization of geometric
algorithms. I co-developed the rst provably-good parallel Delaunay re nement algorithm that has
a poly-logarithmic time bound [20, 21, 22]. One of my ongoing research projects is to develop a
parallel meshing software using the insights gained in this line of of research.
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Approximation Algorithms. For many science problems, including the ones mentioned above, it is

extremely dicult if not impossible to compute exact solutions. For such problems, I design computationally ecient approximate solutions and prove that the output of my algorithms are not much
di erent than exact/optimum solutions. In graph-theoretic applications such as degree-constrained
network ows, I study the combinatorics of the problem in-hand to establish approximation guarantees for my solutions [1]. In geometric applications, approximation analyses usually require more
tools such as mathematical functions to express the distributions of geometric objects [2, 23].
Sphere Packing, Covering, and Tiling. A good amount of applications bene t from fundamental
results established in packing, covering, and tiling theory. I do research on solving problems in
these math subjects and utilizing them in applications. I co-presented the rst tiling of the space,
and also of slabs, with only acute tetrahedra [5]. Such constructions are related to crystallography
and nd use in nite element modeling [6]. I also study packing and covering of spatial domains
with spheres and ellipsoids for developing geometric modeling tools [16, 15, 19].
Robust Geometric Software. It is not uncommon to see algorithmic research with elegant theory
that does not make as much of an impact as it could. Implementation of algorithms, particularly
those that deal with geometric data, involve a great deal of challenges such as robustness, handling
of degeneracy, and software design. Even with a perfect implementation, practical performance
of an algorithm could be signi cantly di erent than what the theory predicts (due to simplifying
assumptions and hidden constants in the analysis). An important component of my work has
been on robust geometric software design and algorithmic experimentation. My mesh re nement
algorithm has been integrated as the default option into the popular meshing software Triangle, the
winner of the J.H. Wilkinson Prize for Numerical Software. This new algorithm, in addition to being
provably-good, works similar to the popular heuristic called advancing front; and hence improves
the performance of the software. Moreover, numerical calculations within the key procedure is now
unconditionally stable making the software signi cantly more robust. With Triangle reportedly
having 30 downloads per day, bene ts of my research are already utilized by many scientists and
engineers. I am now releasing a new software called aCute which is superior to Triangle in mesh
quality (providing practical bounds for smallest angles as high as 42 degree and for largest angles
as low as 81 degrees) and in output size (up to an order of magnitude). See hhttp://www.cise.
ufl.edu/~ungor/aCutei for more details and comparisons. Overall, my work on robust geometric
software facilitates longer, faster, more complex and more accurate simulations in a wide range of
applications and also enables the use of new numerical methods [9, 10, 23, 24]. I also continue to
conduct research towards a robust and e ective higher dimensional geometric meshing software.
My research has been recently funded through two grants from the Algorithmic Foundations
program within NSF's CCF division which, as stated on their web site, supports theoretical research concerning "the time and space complexity of nding exact and approximate solutions in
deterministic, randomized, sequential, parallel, and distributed models of computation". Given the
practical and interdisciplinary nature of my research, I expect to receive funding also from other
institutions such as DoE, DoD, NOAA, and NIH. Overall, I will continue to utilize my theoretical
computer science background to formulate, study, and solve fundamental problems that contribute
to real-life applications.
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Teaching Statement

Teaching and mentoring are essential components of an academic career. I nd the ability to impact
so many young minds an important and highly motivating responsibility. I have two main goals
in mind when teaching and mentoring students. First is to inform my students on the best-known
computer science concepts, techniques, and tools that is key for their future studies and careers.
Second is to help them develop appreciation, interest, and necessary skills to conduct research
in Computer Science, particularly in Algorithms. Below, I highlight a number of principles and
techniques that help me attain these main goals.
 Rather than teaching my students just the class material, I also teach them how to learn such
material. This is especially important in this era in which vast amount of computer science
and engineering resources are available in the libraries and on the web. I re ect from my own
learning experience, elaborate on my thinking and problem-solving process, and give them
tips for e ective studying.
 Having a friendly and an interactive environment encourages the students be more attentive
to the material. I frequently encourage students to interrupt me with their questions and
comments. Classroom interactions also help me maintain the proper pace for the class.
 I think that independent, creative and critical thinking are merits of a good student as well
as of a good researcher. To promote independent thinking, I give students time to come up
with their own solutions, whenever I pose a problem. To stimulate critical thinking, I allow
time to discuss the di erences between the presented and the student solutions.
 Understanding the material is often not sucient. A student should be able to present the
material with clarity. I let my students make mistakes and then show them the right way to
do it. I help them shape and express their thoughts.
 I am not shy of acknowledging it if I make a mistake or do not know the answer to a question.
Indeed, I encourage my students to point out my errors, which keeps them alert in lectures.
 Keeping students' attention in math classes are often a challenge. I integrate application topics (animation applets, clips from current science news, etc.) that shows the relevance of the
presented theory. My lectures compromise a good balance between the intuitive descriptions
and mathematical formalism.
 I observe that students from di erent backgrounds especially underrepresented groups have
di erent needs and concerns. Most of my classes are also available through UF EDGE, an
on-line teaching program which makes the classes available to students with a wide range of
backgrounds. I adapt my teaching and mentoring to accommodate such di erences. In addition, I am actively involved in recruiting students from these groups into engineering. Indeed,
my involvement in facilitating the integration of underrepresented groups in engineering is a
crucial educational component of my NSF CAREER Award.
 I present the material using an e ective combination of the latest classroom technology and
traditional techniques. I prepare slides that include a good summary, interesting animations,
and references to online resources, videos, etc. While slides provide a structure for the lectures, I present the key details of the material on the blackboard, which is highly appreciated
by students as they can see how I do certain derivations.
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 Teaching a topic motivates me to develop a deeper understanding of it and learn the latest

developments on the topic. So, in this aspect, teaching perfectly complements my research.
 I value scienti c curiosity and do my best to ignite it during my lectures and oce meetings.
Questions such as "why study this problem?" and "why approach it this way but not this other
way?" frequent my lectures. I inform and encourage my students including undergraduates
about the current open research problems. Here is a quote from my student evaluations:
"I like computational geometry; some of you might not. But, Alper is a great instructor
that helped make the material come to life: there were lectures he was almost shouting for
joy because he was so enthusiastic about such-and-such. He gave us a choice to work on
open/unsolved problems for our term project: how cool is that?!!!"
Teaching Experience. Before joining the University of Florida, I taught classes in two institutions

at various levels. I was the instructor for two undergraduate courses at the University of Illinois.
Having been nominated by my students, I received an Excellence in Teaching Award. I taught
two graduate courses at Duke University, one of which was co-taught with Prof. Herbert Edelsbrunner. Since I joined the University of Florida in 2004, I have taught ve di erent courses in
ten semesters. I proposed two new courses in the Algorithms area. Previously, there were three
courses (Analysis of Algorithms, Formal Languages & Computation Theory, and Advanced
Data Structures) o ered regularly in this area. Based on my proposals, Computational Geometry
and Approximation Algorithms courses have been assigned the regular course numbers COT5520
and COT5442 respectively, and became a part of the CISE curriculum. I o ered Computational
Geometry rst as a special topics course in Fall 2004, and then as a regular course in Fall 2006
and 2008. The class has been popular among graduate students of CISE as well as other departments such as ECE, MAE, and CCE, and some advanced undergraduate students. Based on the
feedback I received, I am happy to report that this course helped students in various areas to
improve their foundations to conduct research in their respective areas. Similarly Approximation
Algorithms course is particularly useful and popular among students doing research in algorithms,
networks, databases, and graphics areas. I also regularly teach three other courses: COT5405
Analysis of Algorithms, a core graduate course; CAP5515 Computational Molecular Biology, a
core course in our Bio-informatics program; and COT3100 Applications of Discrete Structures,
a core undergraduate course.
Teaching Evaluations. My instructor evaluations have been among the best in my department
and college. In my ten semesters here, my overall scores were never below 4.0 out of 5.0 (they were
above 4.75 in four of those semsters). I receive high scores and praise from students particularly on
my (i) enthusiasm for the subject, (ii) communication of ideas and information, (iii) encouragement
of independent, creative, and critical thinking, and (iv) knowledge of the material. I observed that
being enthusiastic about the material helps the students appreciate the importance of the topic and
encourages them to pursue research in this eld. Indeed, many students (notably undergraduates)
told me that thanks to my teaching, they now have a much better appreciation of the algorithms
and theoretical computer science and consider doing research in this area.
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